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The Wolf Law Library

TheHungrGams
FOR MANY YEARS, Alvin Podboy,
Baker & Hostetler's recently retired director of library systems, wrote an annual
"state of the union" essay for Law Technology News. When invited to write this
year's perspective, my first thought was
to ask one of our reference librarians to
co-author, as they're younger and more
connected to the online world.
But I decided to fly solo. Baby Boomers know a thing or two about online
legal information; many of us were there
at the creation. In 1978, I was responsible for getting Lexis for the George Wash-
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As digital dominates,
publishers consolidate
and insist on licensing.
By James S. Heller

ington Law School. When I moved to the
U.S. Department of Justice in 1980 we
used Juris, a home-grown legal information system that eventually succumbed to
the far superior Lexis and Westlaw. Dedi-

cated and UBIQ terminals, dial-up access,
thermal paper, we've seen it all.
Podboy's articles were very positive
— even idealistic. Always creative and
obviously well-read, he began a 2008
essay writing about kedging: If a ship was
trapped on a becalmed sea, the captain
would order the crew to move the ship in
the desired direction by dropping a small
anchor ahead and having sailors pull the
ship forward. Kedging required teamwork by sailors on deck and those carrying the anchor forward.
The moral of the story for legal pub-
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lishing: We need to build a
similar relationship between
librarians and information
vendors, where we can all
share ideas and work together
to improve content, service,
and access.
The world oflegal
informa-tdspleinSuza
Collins' novel (and the movie),
The Hunger Games.
Imagine a post-print world
in Panem, Collins' fictional
totalitarian nation. A handful
of oligarchs from The Capitol
—a highly advanced metropolis that holds absolute power
over the rest of the nation
—controls access to information throughout Panem,
including its laws. Only those
who agree to and pay for a
license may have the key
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("The Code") to the laws.
Envision "The Hunger
Games: Legal Information"
— an annual event where two
young legal researchers are
selected by lottery to compete
in a televised battle to break
The Code in order to access
the laws of Panem.
If neither researcher can
break it, they both die. If only
one can break it, the other
dies right away. (The winner
is forced to work as a cyber
specialist for The Capitol)
A Hunger Games World
where information is controlled by a small number
and nearly
of publishers
—

everything is accessed by a
license — is pretty much here
already. But I am not writing
to beat up on the two biggest

guns (LexisNexis and Thomson Reuters/Westlaw), a big
gun (Wolters Kluwer) and a
young gun (Bloomberg Law),
or any other online legal information vendors. Those of us
working in academia can't
live without our legal information partners, and I don't use
that word loosely. Most companies offer significant discounts so that their products
can be used by law school faculty and students. This is good
business, because today's law
students will make purchasing — er, licensing — decisions in the future.
I don't yearn for the lost
days of print, but we should
be concerned about the concentration of legal information in very few hands. Read-

ers born before 1960 are probably familiar with these publishers: Anderson, Aspen,
Bancroft-Whitney, BanksBaldwin, Butterworths, Callaghan, Carswell, CCH, Clark
Boardman, Gale, Gould, (The)
Law Book Company, Lawyers
Cooperative, Little Brown,
Martindale-Hubbell, Matthew
Bender, Maxwell MacMillan,
Panel Publishers, PrenticeHall, RIA, Shepard's, Shepard's/McGraw Hill, Sweet &
Maxwell, Warren Gorham &
Lamont, and Wiley. Every one
is now owned either by Reed
Elsevier (LexisNexis), Thomson Reuters (West), or Wolters Kluwer (CCH/Aspen).
Pike & Fisher and Tax Management? They were gobbled up by BNA, which itself
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A dozen years ago,
law school libraries
spent about 10°/0 of
their materials budget
on digital information;
today it's about 3 3 %
and growing. Digital
legal information is
not a want, it's a need.
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was recently purchased by
Bloomberg. Two free or inexpensive legal databases —
fmdlaw.com and loislaw.com
— are now owned by Thomson Reuters and Wolters Kluwer, respectively.
What about LTN? It's
owned by ALM Media, whose
varied legal and real estate
offerings include newspapers and magazines such as
the New York Law Journal
and The American Lawyer. A
broad collection of ALM content is archived by LexisNexis
after six months online.
The days of showcase law
inn libraries are long gone, as
are most of the books. Today,
your library is on your desktop or mobile device. A dozen
years ago, law school libraries

spent about 10% of their mate -rials budget on digital information; today it's about 33%
and growing. Digital legal
information is not a want, it
is a need.
Companies that control
this information increasingly want users to lease, not
buy. Consider a recent advisory from Kluwer Law International announcing that
International Encyclopaedia of Laws chapters are now
available only as downloadable PDFs and that the company has ceased publishing
primary source materials that
can be freely found within the
public domain.
There are some companies
that have avoided mergers or
acquisitions. They include

Case maker and Fastcase, offer
inexpensive but high-quality
alternatives to the legal information giants, and have negotiated partnerships with state
or local bar associations. And
they're still independent.
But the handwriting is on
the wall. Legal information
publishers will offer print editions only as long as there is
a market. Eventually, the only
option will be digital content,
governed by a license. The
post-print world is rapidly
approaching. Let "The Hunger Games: Legal Information" begin.
—James S. Heller is director of the law library and professor of law at The College of
William & Mary in Virginia.
Email: heller@wm.edu.
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